Target Tracker

RCEV- Remote Control Electric Vehicle
UGV- Unmanned Ground Vehicle

Target Tracker is a patent-pending, fully remote control product that will hold virtually any target for your shooting training and practice needs. Target Tracker is built to withstand rugged terrain and various weather conditions.

- **Target Tracker is ideal for:**
  - Law Enforcement Professionals, S.W.A.T. Teams, and Military Combat Training
  - Competitive shooters and marksmen
  - Hunters, Rifle, Pistol, Archery and shooting enthusiasts
  - Ideal for any purpose of carrying Cargo to accommodate multiple applications

**Target Tracker Specifications:**

- 120lb-(250lb max) Payload with an average continuous run time of 3-4 hours
- Programmable Plug and Play simple integration system
- Intermittent Runtime average 6-10 hours
- Designed to handle 300lbs with Limited Run time under 2 hours
- 0-9 MPH Variable Speed
- Guaranteed 200 + yard range with a maximum distance of 500 meters
- Easily upgradeable to 1000 meters
- Fully Integrated Steering
- Articulating Front Axle for rugged terrain and obstacles
- Puncture Resistant PU Foam Tires
- 54”L x 40”W x 14”H – 80lbs. Customized versions of various sizes available to accommodate shoot houses and doorways
- Modular design for easy setup and operation.
- Can be disassembled to fit in the trunk of most vehicles
- Rapid Deployment Capability from a Tactical Truck, SUV or SWAT Trailer

WWW.TARGETTRACKER.NET
Advanced Tactical System (ATS-P)

- Easy Setup and of limitless courses of fire for Tactical Training
- Multiple Sniper Training Applications
- Use your existing equipment and vehicles to add realism.
- Can accommodate virtually any target
- ATS package includes Target
- MSRP: $2,599 Plus Shipping, Handling & tax
- MSRP: $2,999 Includes AR500 Steel Shroud Protector and double fixture bracket-Plus Shipping, Handling & tax

Order Online at WWW.TARGETTRACKER.NET
Double Fixture Bracket Examples
Advanced Tactical System (ATS-S)

Steel Target

- Easy Setup and of limitless courses of fire for Tactical Training
- Multiple Sniper Training Applications
- Use your existing equipment and vehicles to add realism.
- Can accommodate virtually any target
- ATS package includes Target
- MSRP: $2,999 Includes AR500 Steel Shroud Protector and double fixture bracket-Plus Shipping, Handling & tax

Order Online at
WWW.TARGETTRACKER.NET
Advanced Tactical Training Systems

Hostage Threat Training System (HTS):

This system is designed for SWAT and Sniper Training. The designated system is very versatile shot scenarios with many different positions, shooting target locations and configurations..

Each HTS Package is delivered with the following:
- 2 - Realistic Life Like Targets - Plastic Torso
- 1 - Hostage Target Base Assembly
- 1 - Extended Target Locating 2x4 for the application of single use targets
- 2 – 2-position 2x4 mounting bracket

MSRP: $3,199 Includes AR500 Steel Shroud Protector and double fixture bracket - Plus Shipping, Handling & tax

www.targettracker.net to Order
Cargo System

• Use the Packaging the Unit is shipped in for your applications.
• Mobile Workbench and material carrier
• Haul your targets, firearms and equipment to the range
• Haul your landscaping materials around the yard or job sight
• Haul your Big Game Animal out of the woods
• Use around the farm
• Easy Setup and of limitless applications for carrying cargo from point A to Point B!
• Attach virtually any bin, container or carrying housing to the bracket system.
• Note: pallet the unit is shipped in can be used on brackets.
• Note: Bin in photo not included.
• MSRP: $3,199  Plus Shipping, Handling & tax

Order Online at WWW.TARGETTRACKER.NET